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We give an explicit formula for local densities of integral representations of non- 
degenerate alternating matrices with entries in the ring of p-adic integers in terms 
of elementary divisors. The proof of the formula is based on the local functional 
equation satisfied by the zeta function on the space of alternating forms and some 
properties of spherical functions. t? 1989 Academc Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper we apply the theory of zeta functions on the space 
of alternating matrices over a p-adic number field to calculation of local 
densities of integral representations of alternating forms. 
Let k be a p-adic number field, o the ring of integers of k, and p the 
unique maximal ideal of o. Put q = N(p). Let m and n be positive integers 
with m > n. For nondegenerate alternating matrices A and B of sizes 2m 
and 2n, respectively, with entries in o, we define the local density of integral 
representations of B by A by the limit 
p(B, A) = ,limm (qPn(4m-22n+‘))’ 
x # { TE M(2m, 2n; o/p’); ‘TAT= B (mod p’)}. 
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The goal of this paper is to give an explicit formula for p(B, A) in terms 
of the elementary divisors of A and B. 
Put 
and fix a prime element rc of k. Then by the theory of elementary divisors, 
we know that A and B are equivalent to matrices of the forms 
respectively. 
For any ALE AZ, we put 
IPI = i Pi, n(P)= i (i- 1)/A,, 
i= I i=l 
r-1:= #{j;,qi} (ial) 
and for n>r>O, 
[I ; (t)= fi (14/p (l-t’).jj’(l -I’)}. i=l ;= I i= 1 
Now the main result of this paper can be formulated as follows: 
THEOREM. We hue 
~(4 A) = An”, n’) 
where I = (A, + 1 7 “‘2 ‘n + 1) and Cl’> Cl’> =Ci> 1 ~:PI. 
In a previous paper [HS], we presented a formula for ,~(rc~, 71;) [HS, 
Theorem 81, which is less explicit than the present one. The derivation of 
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the formula in [HS] is based on the fact that the spherical function on the 
space of alternating forms can be viewed as a generating function of local 
densities. Here we employ another approach to local densities, though 
spherical functions still play an important role. 
One of the standard methods of calculating local densities is to use 
Gaussian sums. In the present case we consider the Gaussian 
~(79, d) = qp41mn C C X(tr( Y(‘7VT- rc”))/2), 
T  Y  
where 1 is a sufficiently large integer, x is an additive character of o/p’ 
which is nontrivial on p’- I/p’, T runs through M(2m, 2n; o/p’), and Y runs 
through the set of all alternating matrices of size 2n with entries in o/p’. As 
we shall see later in Section 1, the hardest part of the,calculation of the 
Gaussian sum is computing the Fourier transform C, of the characteristic 
function c1 of the set of integral alternating matrices equivalent to rc’ 
over 0. 
Our tool in calculating El is the zeta function 
where Pf,(x) is the PfafIian of the upper left 2i by 2i block of x and the 
integral is taken over all alternating matrices of size 2n with entries in k 
satisfying Pfi(x) # 0 for all i= 1,2, . . . . n. The theory of spherical functions 
on the space of alternating forms (cf. [HS]) shows that the function tA^ can 
be determined completely by the zeta function Z(EA; s) (Section 2, 
Theorem 2 (ii)) and hence one can extract all the necessary information on 
t, from Z(E,; s) (at least in principle), once he obtains its appropriate 
explicit formula. Another important fact is that Z(e,; s) is a typical exam- 
ple of zeta functions associated with prehomogeneous vector spaces defined 
over a p-adic number field (cf. [I], [S]) and satisfies a functional equation 
connecting it to Z(c,; s) (Section 2, Theorem 1). This fact together with the 
theory of spherical functions gives us a method of deriving an explicit for- 
mula for Z(E, ; s) suitable for our purpose. After establishing in Section 2 
some fundamental properties of zeta functions on the space of alternating 
matrices, we compute Z(S1; s) and prove the main theorem in Section 3. 
Local densities have been considered mainly for quadratic forms and 
precise information on local densities will certainly have several interesting 
applications to the arithmetic of quadratic forms (see, e.g., [Si], [K]). 
Therefore it is natural to ask whether a similar method can also be applied 
to quadratic forms. The results in Section 1 on Gaussian sums have a 
counterpart for quadratic forms (cf. [H2]). The functional equation of zeta 
functions has been proved also for the space of symmetric matrices in [S, 
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Section 3, Theorem 3.21. The main obstacle to extending our results to 
quadratic forms is the theory of spherical functions. The present state of the 
theory of spherical functions on the space of symmetric matrices is still 
unsatisfactory, though several important properties including functional 
equations of spherical functions and the injectivity of the spherical Fourier 
transform have been obtained in [Hl]. 
1. GAUSSIAN SUM 
Let k be a p-adic number field, o the ring of integers of k, and p the 
unique maximal ideal of o. Fix a prime element rc of k: p = (7t). We put 
4=Np). 
For R = k, o, or o/p’ and a positive integer n, denote by V,,(R) the set 
of alternating matrices of size 2n with entries in R. Then the group 
G,,(R) = GL(2n, R) acts on V,(R) via 
x H ‘gxg (XE V,,(R), gEG,(R)). 
For R = k or o, we let X,,(R) be the set of nondegenerate alternating 
matrices in V,(R). The set X,(R) is stable under the action of G,,(R). For 
simplicity we put K, = G,(o). 
Put 
For a j.E/i,:, put 
&( -“,;,, ;‘) I . ..I ( -“,j.n T) (EXJO)). 
Then a complete set of representatives of K,,\X,(o) is given by 
(78;kA,+}. 
Let m and n be positive integers with m >n. For A E X,(o) and 
BE X,(o), denote by N,( B, A) the number of solutions T in M( 2m, 2n; o/p’) 
of the congruence 
‘TAT= B (mod p’). 
Then the local density of integral representations of B by A is defined by 
the limit 
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The local density p(B, A) depends only on the K,-orbit containing B and 
the Km-orbit containing A. Therefore our problem is to find an explicit 
formula expressing ,u(n’, rcr) (A E A,‘, r E A,+ ) in terms of A and t. 
For Y= (vii), Y* = (J$ E V,(o) or V,(o/p’), we put 
(Y, Y*)= C y,y$=tr(Y.‘Y*)/2. 
l<i-cj<n 
Let x: o/p’+ C x be an additive character which is nontrivial on p’- r/p! 
Then, by the orthogonality relation of characters of o/p’, we have 
NAB, A) = (q- “‘2”-1))‘~~x((Y, ‘TAT-B)), 
T  Y  
where T (resp. Y) runs through M(2m, 2n; o/p’) (resp. V,(o/p’)). In the 
following we always assume that 1 is large enough to satisfy the condition 
that 
the Km-orbit containing B decomposes into cosets modulo p’. (1.1) 
Then we have 
(q-n(4m-2n+1))?VI(B, A)=vol(T(B, A))/vol(K;B), 
where K,, f B is the Ku-orbit containing B, 
and the volumes of K, . B and T( B, A) are measured by the normalized 
Haar measures on V,(k) and M(2m, 2n; k), respectively. Therefore under 
Condition (1.1) (q- n(4m - 2n+ ’ ‘)’ N, (B, A) is independent of I and the local 
density p(B, A) is given by the formula 
p(B, A)=qp4’““~~X((Y, ‘TAT-B)). 
T  Y  
(1.2) 
Take an additive character II/: k + C x of k such that $ is trivial on pi 
and the character of o/p’ obtained from $ coincides with x. Denote by 
Y( V,,(k)) the space of Schwartz-Bruhat functions on V,(k). Using the 
character $, we define a Fourier transformpoffE 9’( V,,(k)) by the formula 
f(y*)=Sylk)fm<Y. y*))a 
” 
where dY is the Haar measure on V,(k) normalized by JVacO, dY= 1. Note 
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that a complete set of representatives of G,,(o/p’)\ V,(o/p’) is given by 
{ rr’(mod p’); i E AZ,}, where 
LEMMA 1. For l~A,t andtEA,+, 
where 
Nf’(d, xi.)= # (geG,(o/p’); ‘grc”g= ?I’ (mod p’)], 
S,(7cC, 7.P) = 1 x( (7P, ‘T&T)) ( T E M( 2~7, 2n; o/p’) ), 
and c1 (EY( V,,(k))) is the characteristic function L$ the K,,-orbit containing 
n”. 
Proof: By exchanging the order of the summation in the right hand side 
of (1.2), we obtain 
Since S,(&, Y) depends only on the G,(o/p’)-equivalence class of Y, we get 
where the summation with respect to Y is taken over the G,(o/p’)-orbit 
containing rcP mod p’ in V,(o/p’). It is clear that (‘g Yg, Y* ) = 
(Y, ‘gY*g). Therefore 
c X(-(lgn~g,Tc”)) 
ga G”lOiP’) 
= { Nf’(d, 7T”)/N,P’( X”.7f))’ c x(-(JTP, Y)). 
Y-n’ 
NOW the lemma follows from the formula 
y;z; x( - (7rP, Y)) = q’fl’2” 1’;;(7?), 
which is an immediate consequence of Condition ( 1.1). 
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For a non-negative integer m, put 
w,(t) = fi (1 - t’), 
j= 1 
(1.3) 
and for 1 E AZ, define 
WY’W = fi wn,(,)W, 
j=O 
where mj (A) is the multiplicity of j in A, namely, 
We further put 
n(L)= i (i- 1)/I, and IAl= f: A;. 
i=l i=l 
LEMMA 2. For 1 E A:,, 
NP’(d, 711) = q n(Zn+ 1)1+4n(l)+ 111 . 
w*m,,& - l) 
w,,(l)(q-2) . wYW2). 
Proof Suppose that An--r>lZ,-,+, (l<r<n-1) and put v= 
(1 1, . . . . L,) and P= (L,+1, . . . . A,). Let us prove the recursion formula 
NP’(d, 79) = q 4(n - rKlPl + “‘),p’(n’ q  Ny(g, g). 3 (1.4) 
First note that any primitive element u in M(2n, 2r; o/p’) satisfying the con- 
gruence ‘z&u - nP (mod p’) can be extended to an element U in G,(o/p’) 
satisfying ‘Urc’U= & (mod p’). Two such extensions U and V are related 
as follows: 
A 0 
u-‘v= 
(-tiy 
A E G, _ Jo/p’), ‘An”A - n” (mod p’), 
B 12, 
Hence 
BE M(2r, 2(n - r); o/p’), npB E 0 (mod p’). 
Njyn”, 7t”) = q4(n--)‘~‘Npr(7T~, 37”) Njylt”, n”), 
where Nr(xP, 7~~) is the number of primitive u satisfying fa& E +‘ 
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(mod p’). We write v = (z;) with v1 E M(2(n - v), 2r; o/p’) and v2 E 
M(2r; o/p’). Then the congruence satisfied by v is equivalent to 
*v, rc”v, + fv2Tcpv2 = rP (mod p’). 
Since &--r>I.n--r+l and v is primitive, va must be primitive. Moreover for 
any fixed v, there exist primitive v2 satisfying the congruence above. Any 
two such v2 and vi satisfy the relation 
‘(v;v,‘) 7Tqv;v;‘) = 7rJL (mod p’). 
Therefore we obtain 
Thus we have proved Formula ( 1.4). 
Now we write 2 = (I*: ...pi:) with p, > ... >~,~>0, ti:=m,(A)> 1, and 
t1 + . . . +t,=n. Put il”‘=(pi ,..., pi)enc (IdiGs). Then by (1.4) 
The lemma follows from this identity and the formula 
~y(~l”‘, n2.“‘) = 
i 
4 
r,(2r,--1)11,+1,121,+l~/~,,(q--2) if pLi<l, 
q4+W2t,(q-‘) if ,ui= 1. 
In case man, we may consider A,’ as a subset of A,+. Put 
Az,=Um2,A,‘. For IELI,+, we define the transpose I’ E JI: of 1, by 
n;= #{j; Qi) (i>, 1). (I.51 
For 9, r~/1:, we put 
LEMMA 3. For PEA:, and [e-/1,‘, 
S,(nC,7cfl) = q 4/mn-ZmlfiI +z<;‘.d’> 
(1.6) 
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Proof By a straightforward calculation, we have 
’ (‘Zj- I,ZiC 1 t2j,2i- f2j,2i- 1 t2j- 1.2i 
From the orthogonality relation of characters we have 
c ~(n”ab)=q’+” (Odvd1). 
a, b E o/p’ 
Hence 
Since 
S,(d , 7c”) = q 2~mn+2~:=1~~,min(~,lr,+~,j 
it suffices to prove the identity 
This follows from the formula 
f (z-rj)= i (m-q. 
j= 1 j=t 
t, G 1 
In fact we have 
=m ltj+l- C c;l. #{ii Vi>j} =m I?1 - (t’, V’>. 
i> 1 
This proves the lemma. 
By Lemmas 1, 2, 3, the calculation of local densities is reduced to the 
calculation of the Fourier transform E, of the function cA (A E A,+ ). 
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2. ZETA FUNCTIONS ON THE SPACE OF ALTERNATING FORMS 
In this section we collect some properties of zeta functions on V,,(k) 
which are necessary to the calculation of 2;. . 
Recall that the determinant of an alternating matrix x = (x,.) of size 2n 
is the square of a polynomial Pf(x) of xii called the Pfaffian of x, which is 
given by the formula 
Pf(x)=~Csgn(o)x,l,l,,,2,~...~,lz,,~ ll.o(2,113 
d 
where (r runs through all permutations of 2n letters. 
For an XE V,(k), we denote by Pfi(x) (1 6 i6 n) the Pfaffian of the 
upper left 2i by 2i block of x. For i= n, Pf,(x) is equal to Pf(x), the 
Pfaffian of x. Let lw(x)l, be the measure on X,(k) induced by the gauge 
form 
o(x)=Pf,(x)-*“+’ /j dx, (x = (x,), xii = - xjr). 
l<i-ej<n 
For a cp E Y( V,,(k)), we define a zeta function by the integral 
ZW)=j i 
.u,lk)' ,= , 
where 
IPfAx)l”d dx) I4x)l p (s = (S,) . ..) s,) E C”), 
X,,(k)’ = = {xEX,,(k); Pfi(x)#O (1 <i<n)). 
Then, by [HS, Theorem lo], the integral Z(cp; s) is absolutely convergent 
for Re(s,), . . . . Re(s,_ ,) > - 1 and Re(s,) > 2n - 2. It is known that Z(cp; s) 
represents a rational function of q pS1, .. . . qpSn for any cp E Y( V,(k)) (see. e.g. 
CD]). 
THEOREM 1. For any cp E Y( V,(k)), the following functional equation 
holds: 
where 
a@; s) = Y(S) Z(cp”; s*), 
s* = (s,- 1, . . . . sl, 2n - 1 -sl - ... - .Y~), 
y(s)=q-'z=,'s4 fi 1-q 
s, + + 5, ~ 2r+ I 
I=, 1-F 
(s,+ ... +s,-2i+21 
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and 
. 
The proof is based upon the theory of prehomogeneous vector spaces 
defined over a p-adic number field, which is developped by Igusa [I] and 
then generalized in [S, Section 21 (see also Remark at the end of [S, 
Section 23 ). 
Proof Let P(k) be the subgroup of G,(k) consisting of lower triangular 
matrices. Then P(k) acts transitively on VJk) - Uy=, {XE V,,(k); 
Pf,(x) = O}. This means that (P(k), V,(k)) is (the set of k-rational points 
of) a prehomogeneous vector space defined over k with the singular set 
U7-i {XE V,(k); Pfi(x) = O}. Since Theorem-k, in [S, Section 21 is 
applicable to (P(k), V,(k)), the quotient y(s)=Z(@s)/Z(cp”;s*) is inde- 
pendent of cp E Y( V,(k)). Hence the theorem follows immediately from 
[HS, Theorem lo]. 
Let Y(K,\X,,(k)) be the subspace of SP(V,(k)) consisting of all 
&-invariant functions with support contained in X,(k). For example, cA is 
in Y(K,\X,(k)). For functions cp in Y(K,\X,(k)) the zeta functions 
Z(cp; s) have been closely investigated in [HS]. 
Let z = (zi, . . . . z,) be a variable which is related to s = (s,, . . . . s,) by the 
formula 
L s, =zz-zi -2, 
i 
. . . 
s,-i=z,-z+i-2, 
(2.1) 
s,=(n+l)-z,-2. 
Denote by 6, the symmetric graup in n letters and by @[q *‘I, . . . . qkrnlGn 
the ring of symmetric Laurent polynomials in qzl, . . . . qzn. The Hall- 
Littlewood polynomial P,(x; t) is defined by 
P,(x; t) = P,(X,) . ..) x,; t) 
for each ;l~/i,+. 
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For cp E Y( V,,(k)), set 3(q)(s) = Z(cp; s)/Z(c,; s) with 0 = (0, . . . . 0) E A:. 
THEOREM 2 [HS, Theorems 1, 61. (i) For any A E A,:, 
z(c,;s)~(l~q~‘)“q’“-“l”l-‘“li.’ 
(ii) For any cp E Y(K,\X,(k)) the function T(cp) is in 
C [q *‘I, . . . . q +rn] Gn and the mapping 
5?-: 9yK,\X,(k)) + @[q+=‘, . ..) q*=n]S, 
is a C-linear isomorphism. 
Remark. Let S(G,(k), K,) be the Hecke algebra of G,(k) with respect 
to K,. Then we can introduce an *(G,,(k), K,)-module structure on 
Y(K,,\X,,(k)) by convolution product and on @[q”‘, . . . . qkzn] E’n by the 
Satake isomorphism. Then the mapping B defines an isomorphism 
between these two X’(G,(k), I&)-modules (for details, see [HS, Sec- 
tion 21). 
Let Y(K,\V,(k)) be the subspace of Y(V,(k)) consisting of all 
&-invariant functions. The function tj, is not in Y(K,\X,(k)) but in 
Y(K,\V*(k)) and our calculation of F, is based on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let qE9’(K,\V,,(k)) with support in V,(o). Then 9“(cp)(sl 
can be expanded uniquely into an infinite series as 
S”(cp)(s) = c 4pL) P,(q% . . . . 4”; q .- 2) (2.2 1 
G’EA.+ 
and its coefficients are given by 
Proof: Since 
from Theorem 2 (i) we have 
T(q)(s)= 1 q(~-‘)‘~‘-2n(%J+~) P,(q”, . ..) q+; q-?). 
PEA,+ 
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Hence it suffices to prove the uniqueness of the expansion. Assume that 
1 {e4-qq(“- l) ‘H’ -*n(+p(“q} P,(q”, . ..) 9’“; q-2) = 0 
P’EAni 
Since P,(x,, . . . . x,; q-*) is homogeneous of degree 1~1, we have 
c bo) -4’“- l)lrl-*“(“)cp(nP)} p,(q’l, . ..) qz”; q-2)=o 
PEA: 
1~1 =d 
for all da 0. The linear independence of P,, which is equivalent to the 
injectivity of the mapping 9 in Theorem 2 (ii), implies that 
3. CALCULATION OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM tn 
To describe the expansion (2.2) for ZZ(e,), we need some preliminaries. 
ForL,pE/i,+, we write ;13 p, if li 2 pi for all i. We say that d - p is a verti- 
cal strip if pi 2 Ai+ r ( e q uivalently, 0 < Ai - pi < 1) for all i (for the definition 
of $, see (1.5)). 
For &P,vE/~,~, we can define a polynomial f$( t) in t by 
P,(Xl, . ..> x,; t) P,(x,, .*., xn; t) = Cf;,(t) PAX1 2 ---, x,; t) 
1 
(cf. [M, Chap. III, Section 31). 
The Gaussian polynomial [y](t) is defined by 
wn(t)/wr(t) w,-,(t) if n >r>O, 
otherwise 
(for the definition of w,(t), see (1.3)). Then for 0 < r < n, 
(3.1) 
n--r 
where (1’)=(1~1,0~ O)E~,+ (cf. [M, Chap. III, (3.2)]). 
Put 
@) = t”b+“(i) (4 PEAT 1. 
Then by [M, Chap. III, (3.5)]: N”(q-‘) is equal to the number of 
o-submodules N of M” = o/p”‘@ . . . @$0/p”. such that M”/N is isomorphic 
to M” = o/p” @ . . @ ofp”~ 
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LEMMA 5. For I, p E AZ with i” 3 p, 
Proof It suffices to prove the identity for t = q ’ by counting the 
number of o-submodules N of MA such that M”/N is isomorphic to M”. 
For a AEn,+, set 
g” = 
( 
7-P’ 0 
‘.. ! 
E G‘qn, k). 
0 d” 
It is clear that M’ N on/g’o”. Let N be an o-submodule of MA such that 
MA/N N M’. Then one can find a matrix A in the double coset 
GL(n, o) g”GL(n, o) satisfying Ao” 2 g’o” and N = Ao”/g’o”. For A = ug% 
with U, v E GL(n, o), Ao” includes g’on if and only if 
u-l Egp’M(n; o)(g’)-‘n GL(n, 0). 
Moreover for A 1 = u I g% 1, A, = u2 g%, (ui, L:, E GL(n, o)), A, 0” = Azon if 
and only if 
u; ‘u2 E g”GL(n, o)( g”) ~ ’ n GL(n, 0). 
Therefore we get 
N;W’) 
= #[{g’GL(n;o)(g~)-‘nGL(n,o)l\(g~‘M(n,o)(g”)~’nGL(n,o)j] 
= vol(gPA4(n; o)(g”)-’ n GL(n, o)}/vol{ gj‘GL(n, o)(g”))’ n GL(n, o)), 
where vol(X) stands for the volume of a subset X of M(n; k) with respect 
to a Haar measure on M(n; k). Therefore the lemma follows immediately 
from Lemma 6 below. 
LEMMA 6. We have 
vol{ gPM(n; o)(g”))’ n GL(n, o)} 
where the Haar measure on M(n; k) is so normalized that vol(M(n; 0)) = 1. 
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Proof. It is obvious that 
g”M(n; o)(g”)-’ n GL(n, o) 
={u=(z+GL(n,o); ugqWA~}. 
Let 
cp: &‘M(n; o)(g”)-’ n GL(n, o) + GL(n, o/p) 
be the mapping defined by q(u) = u (mod p). Then the image of cp is given 
by 
Im( cp) = {x = (xv) E GL(n, o/p); xii=o, if j> Lb, A)> 
and 
# [Im(q)] = fi (qL8(tic.l) _ qi- 1) 
i=l 
= qc:=, .G(P.J.) . fi (ldq-(Li(kl)-i+l)), 
i= 1 
where we put &(,u, k)=max(j;,$>>,i}. For xeIm(gp), the volume of the 
fibre q-‘(x) is independent of x; in fact we have 
vol((o-‘(x))=q-“2. n q-(~i-4)+1, 
i,j 
Pi>-+ 
From the identities 
l)* (1-q- 
wA;-tc;+,wl) (-+i+l))=,~l w _ 
A; cl; 
(q-,) 
and (1.7), it follows that 
vol{ g”M(n; o)(g”)-’ n GL(n, o)} 
= # CIm(cp)l ~v01(~-‘(x)) 
= <A'.P'> --n IPI 
9 4-I 
wA;-P;+,W1) 
j> 1 WA;-p;W) . 
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LEMMA 7. We have 
47 
where the second summation is taken over all v E A,+ such that p-v is a 
vertical strip and 2. c v c p. 
Pro@ Since 
we have by Lemma 5 
1 
P,(x,, . . . . x,; t) fi - 
,=I 1 -xi 
= ,,c,+ P,(x,, . ..) x,; t)t”‘“’ “‘“‘N;(t) 
n 
Recall that P,,,,(x,, . . . . x,; t) is the rth elementary symmetric polynomial 
[M, Chap. III, (2.8)] and that 
ii (1 +-xi?,)= i J”P (,‘, (x,, . . . . x,,; t). 
I=1 i-=0 
Therefore the formula for 
n 1+x,]’ 
P,(x,, . . . . x,; 2). n ~ 
,=] l-x-, 
in the lemma is an immediate consequence of the identity (3.1). 
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THEOREM 3. For A, p E AZ, 
E,(e) = (- 1)” q- nZ(21- I ) + (2n - 1) 111 -4??(l) + IpI + 2n(p) 
x C ( _ 1 )IPI - lvlqdi..v) 
“G/q 
v=P 
whereX=(A,+l,...,A,+l)and 
e(A, V)=(2?2- 1) IV1 -2n(V)-2 1 V:X;-i+l 
i> I 
with the understanding that 1; = n for j Q 0. 
Proof: For s= (sl, . . . . s,) and z = (zl, . . . . z,)EC, put 
s* = (S”- 1) . ..) s,,2n-l-(s,+ ... +s,)) 
and 
z*=(-zz,-2n+l, -z,-,-2n+l,..., -z,-2n+l). 
Since PO(qzf, . . . . 4’“; qe2) = 1 for 0 = (0, . . . . 0)E A,‘, it follows from 
Theorem 2 (i) that Z(c,; s*) = Z( co; s). Therefore by Theorem 1 and 
Theorem 2 (i), we have 
~(~1)(S)=(-l)nq-2n(l)-nlll-nZ fi 1 -P+” 
i=l 1 -qz,++l 
Xii 
1 -q=,+n 
i=l 1 -q=,++l p(,)-x(q=‘, 1.1, q=“; 4-2), 
where we put (I) - I= (I - 1 - I,, . . . . I- 1 - A,). Substituting x1, . . . . x,, t, y 
in the formula in Lemma 7 by qzl +n- ‘, . . . . qzn+np ‘, qp2, -q, respectively, 
we obtain 
a(e,)(s)=(-1)~q-2”‘“‘-IA-I-ln(n-l)-n 1 pP(qZ1,...,qz”) 
PEA: 
x4 (n- 1)lPl “;+ (_ l)lrl+lq4bwrl 
n 
y=lJ 
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44 V)’ - Iv1 -2n(v)+2n((l)-X) 
+2 1 (V:+X;-i+l-n)(n-x;I; ,+,). 
i> 1 
Therefore by Lemma 4 and the formula 
we get the theorem. 
Now we are in a position to prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM 4. For 1~/1,+ and lEA,+, 
p(7r1,d)= c (-1) IPI 2(n--m~1)/~1~2n(~)+2(5’,~‘> q 
where X= (A1 + 1, ...l I,+ 1). 
ProoJ: By Lemmas 1, 2, 3, and Theorem 3, we have 
p(d, d) = (- 1)” q~2-‘“wy)(q-2) 
x 1 (-1)‘“‘q ~2mlPI-2nl~l+2<i’.~‘) 
p E 4, 
1 
x @I 
%,(p)w2) 
/r W2)’ w2m,dq- I) 
c t-4)- 
2n(v)+(2n--l)l”~+?(:~.d~) 
V 
(A’)^ cvcp 
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(for the definition of fi, see Lemma 3). Note that the mapping p H fi defines 
a bijection of A,t, onto itself and the following identities hold: 
W(Pu) = %(fi), IFI + IA = zn, 
0) = zn’nl ‘I- (n - 1) IfiI + n(P). 
Hence we have 
p(??, d) = (- 1)” q-“2wj;)(q-2) 
x 1 C-1) 
lpl 2(n--m-l)l~l-2n(~)+2<C’.p’) 
4 
P=4! 
1 
Xw . 
Yml(pW2) 
wp W2) W2mo(p)W1) 
x c (_q)-2n(v)-Ivl+2<X’,v’> 
Y 
xxv3p 
xg y;:;pq WI [pp] W2), 
The summation with respect to v in the right hand side of this identity can 
be written as 
Using the formula 
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we can see that the summation with respect to v is equal to 
The summation with respect to k is equal to 1 if PL: = pi. , , and to 
( - 1)” q% 2mg(~)(q~1)lWmo,p,(q~2) 
if i = 1. This can easily be seen by using the formula 
i f(‘- 1 )I2 
r=O [I 
; (r)x+ (1 +t’X) 
r=O 
(cf. [M, Chap. I, Section 2, Example 21). Thus we get 
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